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Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: The Wolf Moon, the first moon of the year, rises behind Al-Hamra tower in Kuwait City, on January 28, 2021. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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KUWAIT: Kuwait Airways honors companies that partnered with the national airline in the evacuation
plan to bring back Kuwaiti citizens from abroad during the COVID-19 crisis in 2020.

News in brief

PM receives US Commander

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah received on Thursday
Commander of the US Central Command Gen Kenneth
McKenzie on the occasion of the latter’s visit to Kuwait.
The encounter was held in the presence of Kuwait’s
Deputy Prime Minister and Defense Minister Sheikh
Hamad Jaber Al-Ali Al-Sabah and Foreign Minister
Sheikh Dr. Ahmed Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah. The
meeting was also attended by Kuwait Chief of the
General Staff Lt Gen Sheikh Khaled Saleh Al-Sabah,
Deputy Chief of the General Staff Lt Gen Fahad Al-
Nasser and Foreign Ministry Assistant Secretary of State
for Americas Affairs Hamad Al-Mashaan.

Oil price up

KUWAIT: The price of Kuwaiti oil went up by four
cents to $54.89 per barrel Friday after it was at $54.85
pb the day before, said the Kuwait Petroleum
Corporation (KPC) yesterday. In global markets, Brent
crude rose up 25 cents to stand at $55.35 and US
West Texas Intermediate also went up seven cents to
settle at $52.36 pb.

Couple arrested

KUWAIT: Salmiya police arrested a Kuwaiti man and an
Arab woman who were in an abnormal condition, and
officers found suspicious substances on them. The arrest
came after receiving a call about a man sleeping in his car
and causing a traffic jam near the passports’ roundabout.
The couple were taken to Mubarak Hospital to get med-
ical reports on their condition. But the woman refused to
enter the hospital, kicked the patrol’s door and damaged
it. Both were sent to drugs control general department.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Kuwait on Thursday
have expressed resolve to move forward for enhanc-
ing cooperation in economic, trade, oil and gas,
energy, investment, agriculture, Information
Technology and health sectors. The resolve is
expressed during the visit of a high level Kuwaiti
delegation led by Assistant Foreign Minister on
Asian Affairs, Ali Suleiman Al-Saeed to Islamabad.
According to the Pakistan Foreign Office, during the
visit, the Kuwaiti delegate called on Foreign Minister
of Pakistan, Shah Mehmood Qureshi in Islamabad.

Qureshi reaffirmed Pakistan’s desire to forge
stronger bilateral relations with Kuwait. He
stressed the importance of deepening and diver-
sifying bilateral cooperation; in particular, in the
areas of trade, investment, manpower export, and
food security. He also underscored the impor-
tance of facilitating travel between the two coun-
tries, which could be instrumental in significantly
enhancing bilateral interactions in myriad fields.
The Foreign Minister lauded the positive and
constructive role played by the Kuwaiti leader-

ship towards the resolution of differences among
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries.
The Assistant Foreign Minister reciprocated the
Foreign Minister’s views on further fortifying the
bilateral relationship. He said his visit reflected
the keenness of the leadership of Kuwait to
enhance cooperation and collaboration with
Pakistan in diverse arenas.

During the meeting, the two sides expressed
satisfaction at mutual collaboration in multilateral
organizations, in particular the United Nations and
the Organization of Islamic Cooperation
(OIC).Views were also exchanged on regional
developments, including stability in the Gulf,
Middle East and China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), said Foreign Office. The Kuwaiti
delegation also visited the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, the Interior Ministry and Ministry of
Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resource
Development. The Secretary of Economic Affairs
during the meeting with the delegation emphasized
upon enhancing bilateral economic relation for

mutual benefit of both the countries. He appreciat-
ed the generous support of Kuwait in development
projects in Pakistan and the debt suspension facili-
ty provided by the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development to overcome COVID-19 situation.
Both sides took a review of bilateral economic rela-
tions and resolved to move forward for enhancing
cooperation in economic, trade, oil and gas, energy,
investment, agriculture, IT and health sector.

The secretary underscored the need to sign a
Framework Agreement with Kuwait Fund for
financing the various projects in infrastructure,
energy and social sector. Both sides agreed to hold
the next Session of Joint Ministerial Commission in
near future. The Assistant Foreign Minister of
Kuwait hoped that the forthcoming meeting of the
Joint Commission will be instrumental in paving the
way for future cooperation between the two coun-
tries. The Assistant Foreign Minister arrived in
Pakistan to hold the Third Round of Bilateral
Political Consultations (BPC). The last round was
held in Kuwait in May 2016. —KUNA

Pakistan, Kuwait express resolve for enhancing cooperation

US envoy honors
Kuwaiti PCELT
achievers 
By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: AMIDEAST, in collaboration with the
ministry of education, organized recently a virtual
distribution (via Zoom) of certificates for the
Professional Certificate in English Language
Teaching (PCELT). The attendees included Minister
of Education Ali Al-Mudhaf, Assistant
Undersecretary Osama Al-Sultan and General
English Language Supervisor Suzan Al-Bashiti, who
collaborate with the US Embassy on PCELT and
many other English training and exchange pro-
grams. The training program was made possible
with the support of Hamad Al-Matar (Zain) and
Bernie Dunn (Boeing). 

US Ambassador to Kuwait Alina L Romanowski
thanked Samar Khleif, Janice Quinn and the team at
AMIDEAST for delivering the PCELT course
despite the most unusual and challenging circum-
stances. “We appreciate your work and we look

forward to our next collaboration. Because of
everyone’s cooperation, we trained 24 outstanding
Kuwaiti educators in the 2020 PCELT program,”
the envoy said. 

“To all the 2020 graduates of PCELT, congratula-
tions! Some of you have been waiting since last
February for this ceremony, and I’m glad that we are
finally able to recognize your hard work and dedica-
tion,” Romanowski added. She said the COVID out-
break forced many to delay the PCELT training and
this ceremony, but added the job of educating stu-
dents must continue even during a global pandemic.  

“That is why I am so grateful that the ministry of
education, for the past four years, has allowed some
of its best English educators to participate in
PCELT,” Romanowski said. “Although I’m sure it
was unusual for some of you to work with a trainer
who was mounted on top of a robot, I hope that you
found the experience rewarding. Thank you for your
commitment to continuing to learn and improve
your craft of teaching.”

Romanowski said being selected for and complet-
ing the PCELT course is a great achievement and
students should be proud of themselves.  “The US
Embassy provides many training and exchange pro-
grams for Kuwaiti educators. Please feel free to reach
out to our Cultural Attache Nelson Wen for more
information about these opportunities,” she said.


